“The Drive” for workplace transformation
SyncDrive offers a single, simple way to access
your enterprise files, anywhere, on any device

SOLUTION BRIEF

Simplify work life

IT departments

Axway Syncplicity SyncDrive takes your old files,
such as home directories and group shares, plus
new files in the cloud and makes them all available
without taking up storage on any device –
desktop, laptop or mobile. It’s the drive for
workplace transformation.

SyncDrive doesn’t just have an immediate impact
on the user. It will transform your IT department.
IT teams can give users secure access to large files
and folders across the enterprise regardless of data
volume, VPN availability or bandwidth restrictions.
Group-based policies allow IT to manage security
controls and StorageVault assignments to users
based on their group membership.

“More data has been created in
the past two years than in the
entire history of the human race.”

The value of SyncDrive goes beyond end users and
IT teams. The entire enterprise wins. For a typical
Fortune 1000 company, a 10 percent increase in
data accessibility will result in more than $65 million
additional net income. Syncplicity accelerates
digital transformation by unlocking 90 percent
of your organization’s unstructured data. With
SyncDrive, you’ll be able to make data accessible
and usable across the network, and ensure data
governance and compliance.

The amount of unstructured data stored in
home directories, group shares and network
drives across the enterprise is staggering. Data
is growing exponentially as the world becomes
more digital and realistically, we are just at
the beginning of the data explosion. In fact,
about 1.7 megabytes of new information will
be created every second for every human on
the planet by the year 2020. While enterprises
struggle to figure out how to store – and
access – all of their corporate information,
Axway has a solution – Syncplicity SyncDrive

• No VPN connection required
• File size does not matter
• Access to unstructured data whether in
the cloud, on premises or private cloud

Value across the digital ecosystem
Enterprise users
You don’t have to worry about having enough space
on your device or maneuvering and moving files
so you have the right ones when you need them.
SyncDrive changes how IT resources are applied,
redefining how users work with large volumes of
data across the enterprise. Selectively sync files and
the intelligent cache feature takes the anxiety out of
running out of storage.
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No VPN required

Worry-free mobile access

With SyncDrive, users can:

In the digital workplace, users are
working at an increasingly faster pace,
from numerous locations and on
various devices – tablets, laptops and
smartphones – interchangeably. Now you can give
them seamless, VPN-free access to all the data
that’s critical to business success.

In today’s modern borderless
workforce, employees need secure
access to the most current files from
anywhere, and on any device. Axway Syncplicity
solves this “user cloud threat” as well as a growing
problem in the “bring your own device” world –
keeping corporate files accessible anywhere, while
protecting them from exposure everywhere.

• Map large folders to SyncDrive (S): rather than
Syncplicity folders

Collaboration and Office 365

• Favorite a select subset of folders and files
to keep them synced

Secure file and folder sharing across
the digital ecosystem
Axway Syncplicity has a granular
group-based policy engine that makes
it possible for organizations to put
controls on how data is shared within
its digital enterprise ecosystem. Administrators can
give select groups of users affiliate sharing privileges
or remove them based on a user’s role and department.

File share replacement without the hassles
No limits and no extra steps, either.
With SyncDrive, you provide users with
mobile, VPN-less access to all their
group shares. They can share documents, videos,
designs and other large files without logging into
FTP sites or portals. Add Axway Syncplicity
DataHub to give IT a seamless, secure solution for
migrating data for small to large-scale projects.

Since modern collaboration does not exist
without Office 365, Syncplicity’s Microsoft
Office integrations enable cross-enterprise
communication and collaboration that maximizes
your Microsoft investments.

• View all “cloud” files without syncing folders
or files down
• Easily differentiate between cloud files and
local files
• Edit offline since recently opened files are cached
• Preserve disk space with intelligent cache

Data governance and compliance
With the introduction of SyncDrive,
Syncplicity continues to drive workplace
transformation by returning the security
and control of corporate files back to the enterprise
– all while providing employees with full, seamless
access to information. Our comprehensive security
model strikes the ideal balance for risk reduction
and information governance. It centers on giving IT
teams maximum flexibility, visibility and control as
they meet the user’s needs for a digital workplace.
Our Hybrid Cloud storage model and PrivacyRegions
provide flexibility in complying with data
residency requirements.

Ready to “Drive”
your workplace
transformation?
FREE TRIAL
Contact Sales: 888.908.4276
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